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The following mornh•g A. W. Schorger, John Gundlach and myself went 
out and banded the young ones. Later in the day I found them all out 
of the nest, bunched together a few feet away. The next morning two of 
them were back in the nest, the other I did not see. On this occasion I col- 
lected the male bird. The next day they were again out of the nest, this 
time for good. The two we saw this time were strong and active and were 
able to make good headway through the grass by the use of their wings. 

This is one of the few definite records for the Brearer's Blackbird in this 

state and is, I believe, the second nesting record, the qrst being June 14, 
1862, at Lake Koshxonong, as given in Kumlien and Hollister ' Birds ot 
Wisconsin,' 1903.--JouN S. M•IN, Madison, Wisconsin. 

Nesting of Evening Grosbeak at Woodstock Vermont.--During 
the winter of 1925-26 a flock of about forty Evening Grosbeaks (Hesper•- 
phona vespertina vespertina) remained in the village of Woodstock, Vermont, 
paying daily visits to the various feeding stations. By May 10 the main 
flock had disappeared. On May 25, I saw a male and female both picking 
up small sticks but not believing they were really nest building I thought 
no more of it until July 12 when my neighbor, Mr. E. K. Wright, told me 
that a pair of Evening Grosbeaks had brought two young to his feeding 
box. On July 13, Mr. Wright said that four young and two adults were 
at his station at the same time. On July 14, I succeeded in seeing the four 
young with their parents at his station. The little ones were not quite as 
large as the adults, their tails were very short and many downy feathers 
still showed on their heads. 

in connection with this nesting it is interesting to recall that on May 30, 
1925, I observed a female Evening Grosbeak. Possibly they nested that 
year alSO.--R•CU.•RD M. M•RBLE, Woodstock, Vermo•t. 

Further Notes on the Breeding of MacGillivray's Seaside Sparrow 
in South Carolina.--In ' The Auk ' for July, 1924, p. 452, I published 
an account of the breeding of this bird in South Carolina. Since then 
several facts of interest have come to light which seem to be worthy of 
record and are here presented. 

All investigations show that the nests are to be found in only one general 
locality, a large open tract of mixed salt and brackish mardh land near the 
station of Rantowles, S.C., about three and a half miles long by a mile wide 
and fourteen miles in an air line from the ocean. Repeated trips however 
have failed to discover a single individual in this locality in the winter. 
At this season they resort to the vast salt marshes about the barrier islands 
and in close proximity to the ocean, which are the haunts in winter of 
countless numbers of the three forms of Sharp-tailed Sparrows and the 
typical Seaside Sparrow. The MacGillivray's Sparrow leaves the breeding 
grounds for the coastal marshes late in the summer and returns about the 
middle of March. None have been seen in the coast marshes in the 
summer. 


